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Higginson Park, Marlow 

Background 

Upton Court in Marlow is haunted by a bloody woman; the expression is a literal description. Upton 

Court is now offices and the grounds have been converted into a park and sports area, Court Garden; it 

is within these grounds that the ghost is seen. She usually appears, dressed in a white or cream dress, on 

a Friday evening beside a long path which runs down towards the Thames past a children's play area. 

To some people seeing a ghost is bad enough but this one cries and sobs in a heart wrenching way. But 

that is not the worst part. The whole front of her dress is drenched in blood which drips to the ground. 

The origin of the ghost is unknown but she may have been connected with Upton Court as she is most 

often seen near the house and has even been seen inside it. 

Investigation 

When the team arrived in the High Street 

adjacent to the park it was noticed that 

there were numerous groups of youths 

wandering around. This would make it 

impossible to do a proper investigation so 

it was decided just to walk through the 

park along the path that runs down to the 

Thames. The route we followed is shown 

on the plan on the right. Part way along the 

walk we passed the play area where the 

grisly figure has been seen and right next 

to the path is a bench which faces the play 

area. This would have been perfect for a 

vigil but the bench was fully occupied by a 

group of youths with more standing 

around so we continued on down to the 

river. At the end of the path we turned 

east-northeast following the path along the 

river until we reached the bridge 

whereupon we turned north along the High 

Street to return to the cars. 

When walking through the park, Marion 

was having a look around and heard a 

man’s voice say “don’t look at me”. When 

she asked why she got the word Leprosy. 

No other team member picked anything up or even felt anything unusual. 
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Sandage Wood 

Background 

Sandage Wood, just to the southwest of High Wycombe and right against the M40, is haunted by a 

ghost known as the Spangled Lady. She is said to be clad in jewellery which sparkles in the moonlight 

as she walks up to a gate at the end of the wood where she stops. She then stands for a while looking 

out across the fields. When whoever it is she is waiting for fails to arrive she turns and retraces her path 

back into the woods. 

The wood is now used by Skirmish Paintball Games. 

General 

In this area there is quite a lot of noise due to the nearby M40 (only sixty metres from the southwest 

corner of the wood and giving a constant drone of traffic noise) and Park Lane which runs along the 

south  edge of the wood. 

The night was overcast and it was misty as it had been very humid all day. There was a blustery wind 

coming from the southeast. The area was reasonably dark as the only lights are along the M40 and they 

are modern high-pressure sodium lights which only project light downwards and not up into the air. 

Pre-Vigil 

When we arrived we parked near the southwest corner of the wood and followed the public footpath 

along the woods western edge. This was a rather muddy path as it had been churned up by a tractor 

which had been used in the adjoining field (planting what looked like winter wheat and which was 

standing about ten centimetres high at the time of the investigation). 

We walked up to the northwest corner and decided it was impractical to go further because of the state 

of the ground (deep mud and surface water) so we chose to do a vigil on the first part of the path. 

When walking along the farm track, Marion gets the name Malcolm, heretic and hanged.  

20:53 Elaine hears a faint “yes” behind her. 

Vigil 1 – 22:10 to 22:50 

For this vigil Bill sat by the northwest corner of the wood so that he could see along the north and west 

edges of the wood. The rest of the team were spread along the public footpath to the south that we had 

just walked along as shown in the drawing at the top of the next page (finding locations with minimal 

mud). 

During the vigil Andy sat opposite the entrance to the woods from the path. Marion sat in the area 

where she got the name Malcolm and facing the wood. 

Andy finds that his batteries have failed on his dictaphone, Sanyo TRC-525M, at the start of the vigil 

despite being charged overnight 

22:14 Steph gets the image of a pack of hunting dogs within the wood. 

22:15 Bill measures the temperature at +11.5 to +12ºC using his infrared thermometer and +16.9ºC on 

his compass/thermometer. The latter is attached to his coat so it does not record the ambient 

temperature but will show any local changes in temperature. 
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22:16 Marion hears a ‘chink’ to her right and gets the name Owens. 

22:17 Marion hears something or someone crashing through the trees in front of her. 

22:19 Marion hears someone say “hello”. She says hello back. 

 Elaine can hear the jingling of bells to her left. 

22:20 Marion hears what sounds like a muffled gunshot some way in the woods in front of her. She 

asks any spirits present to please talk to her and not be afraid. 

22:21 Bill sees a bright patch of blue-white light to the southeast by east just beyond the entrance to 

the field which lies north of the wood. It appeared to be on the edge of the wood and about two 

metres from the gate post adjoining the wood (there is no gate). 

 Marion gets Mountainous and asks what this means. A man’s voice answers “Where I came 

from”. 

22:22 Marion gets Kirtle and feels she may have a Scotsman here. 

22:27 Elaine feels like someone is playing with the back of her hair. 

22:29 Marion gets 10 of us - routed, we were trying to survive. 

22:30 During the vigil a patch of water just the other side of the gateway to the field to the north of the 

wood had been visible due to it reflecting the light of the sky on the horizon (to the east by 
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north). Suddenly Bill noticed that the patch became very bright then it completely disappeared 

for a second then it returned to normal. At the same time Bill had a cold shiver which was 

followed a few seconds later by another. The distant sky was clearly visible and at no time was 

there a bright light visible in it to have caused the bright light. 

 Andy can hear children’s voices to his right and they sound as if they are distant. 

22:31 Elaine has the feeling that something was going to jump out of the woods. 

22:33 Bill measures the temperature at +10 to +10.5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +15.6ºC on 

his compass/thermometer. 

 Marion hears someone walking along the grass track to her left. 

22:34 Marion gets No Communion. 

22:37 Marion gets Overload. 

22:38 Bill hears a metallic chinking sound that seemed to be all around him and loudest behind him 

(to the west). He thought he had heard a similar sound earlier during the vigil but had not noted 

it down thinking it was a cricket but this time it was definitely not as the cricket was still there 

(in the hedgerow to the northeast). To the west of Bill was just the field of young wheat as he 

was sitting on the west edge of the path. 

 Andy can observe a light moving through the wood. Further investigation reveals this is 

possibly car headlights shining through from the nearby road. 

22:39 Elaine gets the words Don’t trust them. 

22:40 Marion gets Punished. 

22:41 Marion asks Malcolm if he feels safer in the woods as he won’t come out and talk to her. He 

answers in a broad Scottish voice “I dinna want tae com’ oot”. (Apologies to any Scots reading 

this). 

22:43 Bill notices a flash of pale yellow light which is seen in the bottom of the left lens of his glasses. 

At the time he was facing roughly northeast so that the lens would have been in the shadow of 

his head with respect to the rest of the team and the nearby roads. If the light had been on the 

ground it would have been around a metre in front of him and to the northeast. 

 Marion gets get a wriggle on. 

22:44 Marion gets I lie here cold and stiff. 

22:47 Marion gets Dear Fayther, take my soul. 

22:49 Marion feels everything in the woods is calm and peaceful now (apart from the paintballing). 

Towards the end of the vigil, Steph sees a white rectangle of light come from the woods towards the 

field. It seems to move closely past Bill’s right side. 

Throughout the vigil Elaine felt unwell with pains in her chest, the left side of her face and lips tingling. 

Post-Vigil 

22:53 Andy is observing the team coming down the pathway towards him when he hears a squashing 

sound coming from the woods. 
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West Wycombe, St Lawrence’s Church 

Background 

The ghost of Sir Francis Dashwood, who founded the notorious Hellfire Club in 1752, is said to ride, at 

breakneck speed, up the hill towards St Lawrence's church. The church is clearly visible on top of the 

hill and adorned with a large golden ball where Dashwood and other members of the Hellfire Club 

were said to have played cards. 

General 

When we first arrived at this site there was a car parked just north of the graveyard but t left shortly 

after we arrived. Cars were an issue during the investigation as they would come and go and even drive 

round the parking area like it was a race track. Because of this it was decided that one of the teams 

would remain in the car park to keep an eye on the cars. The teams were, Team 1 - Andy, Richard and 

Elaine, Team 2 - Bill, Steph and Marion. 

In this area there was some traffic noise especially to the south side of the church (from the A40 and 

Chorley Road). 

The area south of the church was brightly lit due to two high-pressure sodium lights on the mausoleum 

to the southeast of the church. 

Vigil 1 – 23:40 to 00:10 

For the first vigil Team 1 remained in the car park whilst Team 2 entered the churchyard. For the 

positions of the team members see the plan on the next page. 

For this vigil Bill sat at the southern end of the path which runs north to south through the churchyard 

and where it entered the woods to the south. He sat beyond the high churchyard wall to the south and 

on the edge of the slope so he was out of the line of the mausoleum lights. 

Bill notes that the trees above him are very bright as they are lit by the mausoleum lights as are the 

walls of the church visible over the boundary wall. Because of this Bill sat facing southwest, down the 

hill, so that the light was behind him. In this area there was very little wind but the trees were moving 

around a lot indicating that there was a brisk breeze. Most of the traffic noise was coming from the 

southwest by south to the west by north. 

23:40 Andy notes that Richard is sat at a bearing of 323º from his location and about six metres away.  

Elaine is located on the other side of the green. 

23:45 Bill measures the temperature at +12.5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +18.2ºC on his 

compass/thermometer. 

 Marion gets Freddie Fox and Samantha. 

 Andy hears a squeal from the bushes behind him. 

23:47 Elaine hears heavy breathing behind her. 
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23:49 Marion gets Stanhope. 

 Richard sensed a wavy 

black mass, irregularly 

shaped, appearing in the 

middle of the car park – on 

the grassy centre. 

23:50 Steph sees a dull flash of 

light in the church tower 

where the open area is with 

the arches. 

 Marion picks up a wailing 

woman. In her minds eye 

she sees the image of a slim 

wild-eyed woman. She is 

wearing a long white fine 

looking nightdress. It has a 

square neck and long full 

sleeves, tight at her wrist. 

Her hair is long, straggly 

and a brownish colour. She 

is holding her hands out in 

front of her and wandering 

around as if she is looking 

for someone. She seems quite demented and is crying. 

 Andy takes an EMF reading that shows no activity. Andy takes a temperature reading of 

+14.6ºC. 

23:53 Bill sees a red glow beyond the end of a fallen tree bough five metres to the south. 

 Elaine hears footsteps to her right. 

23:55 A very faint thud is heard coming from behind Bill (to the southeast by east).It sounded like a 

door closing. 

 Andy takes an EMF reading that shows no activity. 

 Richard noticed some black blobs furthest away from the church, to his right – which was 

where the cars had come from, to arrive, but in front of that road. 

23:56 Marion sees a long streak of dull yellow light go across the top of the trees between the 

churchyard and the green where the car park is. It didn’t look like a torch as it didn’t come up 

from the ground. 

 Elaine was looking towards the lane to her right and sees a figure walk one side to the other. 

23:58 Steph hears a ‘knock’ over towards the east end of the church. 

23:59 Bill turned round to look behind him (towards the church) and saw something going from right 

to left (southeast to northwest). All he actually saw was a dark hemisphere going along the top 

of the wall, like the top of someone’s head. It could have been either side of the wall as the 
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bright light on the far side of the wall gave very deep shadows on Bill’s side which were 

impossible to penetrate. Just in front of the wall was lighter due to the leaf litter so if anything 

had walked past Bill would have been able to see the feet even though he wouldn’t have been 

able to see the body. If it was someone going along the wall on Bill’s side they would have had 

to have been over 2.1 metres tall as the wall is a high one. When Bill saw the hemisphere there 

was no accompanying noise. 

 A cracking noise is heard by Richard, faintly, to his left, which seemed to be coming from 

inside the churchyard. 

00:00 Marion gets Evelyn a nice woman. 

 Elaine sees the 23:56 figure again. 

 Richard reports that he was feeling strange, unusually hot at this point, although he had no 

temperature sensor at hand to verify this. 

00:02 Bill walked up to the wall to check the height (as part of his notes for 23:59) and had a cold 

shiver. 

 Marion hears a faint choking scream coming from the direction of the mausoleum.  

00:05 Marion hears a few heavy footsteps on the grass to her right, like someone plodding along. 

There is no one in sight. 

00:06 Bill measures the temperature at +11.5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +19ºC on his 

compass/thermometer. 

00:07 Richard reports that his left foot suddenly feels absolutely stone cold; but his right foot is warm, 

and feels nothing. 

00:09 Marion gets the words somewhere a place for us. 

00:10 Andy and Elaine observe a car drive into the parking area and stop. 

Pre-Vigil 

Just before the start of the vigil a car entered the car park and parked about seventy metres away from 

the LPS members’ cars to the north. One of the occupants saw us and came over to say that they had 

come there to pray and would be in the woods to the west and asked if that would disturb us. Bill said 

that it wouldn’t as they were as free to use the site as LPS were. 

Vigil 2 – 00:18 to 00:50 

For the second vigil Team 2 was in the car park whilst Team 1 was in the churchyard. For the positions 

of the team members see the plan on the last page. 

Andy is located on a pathway close to an entrance that leads downhill away from the cemetery. Andy 

takes a compass bearing of 70º towards the west side of the church. 

Marion decided to sit the other side of the trees from where she saw the streak of light. 

Bill notes that there is again very little breeze where he chooses to do the vigil, but this time with 

occasional gusts. 

00:21 Bill notes that there is the faint sound of talking coming from the other group to the northwest 

by west. 
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00:22 Steph sees a flash of light in the sky towards the northwest. She cannot see or hear any aircraft 

going past. 

 Marion finishes writing the intro to this vigil and looks up to see the grey shadow of a woman 

standing in front of her. The nightdress and her hair are the same as the woman in the 

churchyard but this time she is standing quietly looking at her. Her arms are by her side. She 

stands there for a few seconds then disappears. 

00:26 A police car enters the car park. The officers look over our cars as they pass then turn around 

and drive back to our cars. Bill stood up and went over to them to explain why we were there 

and the officers wished us good luck before going to chat with the other group. 

00:27 Marion sees a car come up the hill and drive slowly past her, then back again. She has her 

whistle ready in case they stop in front of her or Steph, who is over to her right. She then 

realises it is the police. (Nothing new there). 

00:28 Richard hears people talking in the car park. 

00:30 Elaine can smell lavender. 

00:31 The police car leaves the car park followed soon after by the other groups car. 

00:32 Andy takes a temperature reading of 16.8ºC and an EMF reading of zero. Andy notes that there 

is a cold breeze blowing up the path from the cemetery entrance. 

00:34 Another car enters the car park and races around the oval track before attempting a handbrake 

turn near the entrance (very badly). 

00:35 Andy observes a flash of light coming from the area of the green. 

00:36 Andy observes the lights on the nearby building adjacent to the church yard go out. 

 Elaine gets the impression of a young girl standing by the tree to her left. 

00:38 Andy takes an EMF reading that reads as zero. 

 Elaine gets the name Ruby for the young girl. 

00:39 Bill measures the temperature at +12ºC using his infrared thermometer and +18.3ºC on his 

compass/thermometer. 

00:45 Bill measures the temperature at +11.5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +17.5ºC on his 

compass/thermometer. 

00:46 Andy takes an EMF reading that reads as zero. 

 Andy hears what appears to be a man screaming from the area of the nearby building (this is 

also picked up on Andy’s sound recorder, but is not picked up by the camcorder). 

00:47 Bill sees a bright dot of light to the north-northwest towards the base of the trees at the far side 

of the car park. 

 Marion hears what sounds like a man’s cry coming from the direction of the mausoleum. 

00:50 Marion hears a crack in the trees behind her then gets a few seconds of a really putrid smell. 

00:51 Andy has a strong smell of perfume that goes past him. 
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Post-Vigils 

After the vigil is over Andy talks to Elaine who is nearby and she also confirms the perfume and the 

sound that Andy has heard. Andy and Elaine discuss if it was the smell of fresh cut grass but Elaine 

tells Andy she could smell lavender while Andy could only identify it as perfume. Elaine tells Andy 

she did not record the sound as she thought it was an animal. Andy disagrees that this was an animal. 

Post-Investigation 

Andy checks his recording on his Digital Voice Recorder and finds that he has recorded the sound of 

what appears to be a man screaming at 00.46. Andy finds no other paranormal evidence on his video or 

photographs. 

Bill’s EMF meter was on during the entire investigation but to did not record a level above 2mG (as the 

alarm did not sound). 

Equipment List 

Andy Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC  

Dictaphone: Sanyo TRC-525M 

EMF meter: K-II  

Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Laser Matrix Pen 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Bill Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

EMF Detector: Hutech 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: CHY 110 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Steph Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Elaine Digital Camera: Kodak C913 

Digital Voice Recorder: VN-2100PC 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Marion Digital Camera: Samsung L313 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-2100PC 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Richard Digital Camera: Canon EOS 1000D 

 Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-SR35E 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-210S 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Fluke 361 

Data Logger: EL-USB2 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

 


